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Chapter 16

Edwin did not look at Ann at all. Instead, he looked at Judith, who was
standing beside him. He spoke politely in his clear tone, “Are you the
design director Judith transferred from the branch?” Edwin’s clear voice
made Judith abruptly raise her eyesight. She gave Edwin a smile, “Hello,
Edwin. I’m Judith.” Hearing Edwin’s words, there was a flicker of
surprise in Frank’s eyes. He suddenly looked at Judith with a cold face,
as he overturned all his previous speculations. Frank thought, <Judith
approached me because she wanted to get me. She saved me and stayed
in the hospital for me on purpose. Now it turns out that he was thinking

too much. She is actually the design director of my branch?> This was
the first time that Frank had misread a woman’s intention! He felt very
upset. “So you are Ms. White. I have been to the branch several times
before, but I have no chance to see you.” Gary smiled and walked to
Judith’s side, carefully sizing up Judith. “Hello, Mr. Powell!” Judith
greeted her with a nod. Gary turned around and introduced, “Ms. White,
this is Mr. Taylor!”

Judith wore a smile as she nodded at Frank who looked deadpan, “Good
morning, Mr. Taylor!” “The meeting is starting!” There was no emotion
in Frank’s deep voice. He strode towards the conference room.

Judith was ignored. She glared at his back. She had heard many rumors
about him. Now she believed he was really cold -blooded and terrifying.
Ann bit her lower lip and looked at the back of the handsome man who
had walked away. He was so attracted to her. When Judith turned around,
she glanced at Ann and saw that her eyes were shining with
determination However, Judith had no time to think about it and quickly
followed Edwin and Gary into the conference room. The conference
room was very large. Name cards of various departments were arranged



on the conference table. Everyone was here for the meeting. When Frank

came in, everyone got up and greeted him. Frank sat on the leather seat
and gestured for everyone to sit down. Edwin introduced, “Let me
introduce the new design director, Judith White, Ms. White.” Judith
smiled at everyone, “Hello everyone, I’m Judith. It’s my great honor to
work with all of you!” She appeared friendly and approachable as her
smile was radiant and her voice was gentle and pleasant. Everyone
smiled and greeted each other! Judith also smiled and greeted them one

by one, walking to her seat and sitting down. Next, each department
began to make a presentation about their work. An hour later, it was
finally Judith’s turn. Judith prepared for the autumn costumes design
after Hana’s departure. Judith inserted the USB drive into the computer.
Then everyone could see the costumes she had designed projected on the
wall behind Frank. She glanced at Frank. Her gaze was extremely serious.
Then she introduced, “Mr. Taylor, this is my design for the autumn
costumes. I did some market research. These designs are based on this
year’s fashionable hairstyle. These costumes are suitable for young and
fashionable women. And this color can brighten their skin, making them
look young and modern…” Judith explained her design vividly. She was
very thoughtful, considering the needs of clients from all aspects. All the
fashion elements were fused together.
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